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 建國補習班 學士後中醫第三回模擬考試題  

科目：英文       考試時間：80 分鐘 

一、 Vocabulary：Each sentence in Part A has a word or phrase underlined. Below each sentence            

are four other words or phrases. You are to choose the one word or phase which would best 

keep the meaning of the original sentence if it were substituted for the underlined word. 20﹪ 

    1. Telling lies in order to manipulate a person or situation is not acceptable behavior. 

     （A）control                 （B）flatter 

     （C）scold                   （D）defeat 

    2. Steady nerves are a requisite for high-rise construction work. 

     （A）requirement             （B）disadvantage 

     （C） side effect              （D）working condition 

    3. A telephone is an indispensable piece of equipment for any office. 

     （A）a handy                 （B）an inexpensive 

     （C）an efficient               （D）a necessary 

    4. There must be another increment to one’s daily work—an acknowledgement of a man’s 

being. 

     （A）satisfaction               （B）increase in value 

     （C）guarantee                 （D）strong will 

    5. X-rays are basically a from of radiation. 

     （A）commonly                （B）necessarily 

     （C）fundamentally             （D）universally 

    6. Communication is one of the most important bonds that hold cultural systems together. 

     （A）obligations               （B）qualities 

     （C）links                    （D）needs 

    7. Justices of the peace have jurisdiction over the trials of some civil suits and of criminal 

cases involving minor offenses. 

     （A）supremacy               （B）authority 

     （C）guidance                 （D）obedience 

    8. It has been suggested that people who watch television incessantly may become overly 

passive. 

     （A）seriously                 （B）thoughtlessly 

     （C）constantly                （D）from time to time 

    9. Formerly, in United States, many nurses worked as private nurses rather than in hospitals.  

（A）Customarily                （B）Previously 

    （C）Officially                  （D）Strictly 

    10. His report was organized chronologically. 

     （A）by contrasts              （B）in terms of comparisons 

     （C）according to significance    （D）according to a time sequence 
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    11. Different biologists, analyzing the same data, may arrive at wholly different and 

sometimes conflicting interpretations. 

     （A）indifferent                  （B）insufficient 

     （C）unintelligible                （D）incompatible 

    12. Recent publicity has tended to have an adverse effect on sales. 

     （A）a harmful                   （B）an encouraging 

     （C）a widespread                （D）an appropriate 

    13. As photographic techniques have become more sophisticated, the scope of their 

application has expanded enormously. 

     （A）tremendously                （B）diversely 

     （C）rapidly                     （D）globally 

    14. The members of Aaron Burr’s family were noted for their passionate and headstrong 

temperament. 

     （A）intellectual                  （B）stubborn 

     （C）witty                       （D）steadfast 

    15. In the West painters like Daumier, Delacroix, and Manet were no longer concerned with 

achieving a “likeness” between the thing painted and its portrayal and were thinking it 

superfluous for a picture to be “lifelike.” 

     （A）essential                    （B）superficial 

     （C）needless                    （D）splendid 

    16. Willam Faulkner’s stores reflect his Mississippi upbringing. 

     （A）education                   （B）accent 

     （C）background                  （D）origin 

    17. It is a common saying that worldly pleasures are ephemeral. 

     （A）amazing       （B）transitory   （C）crazy      （D）trivial 

    18. John was frigidly indifferent to Mr. Smith.  

     （A）totally        （B）unfriendly   （C）unhappily   （D）unbelievably 

    19. Mr. Ramsay smiled grimly. 

     （A）happily       （B）severely     （C）silently     （D）secretly 

    20. You have to thaw the meat before it can be cooked. 

     （A）tenderize      （B）defrost      （C）season      （D）braise 

 

二、 Grammar A（Choosing the right ones）：  10﹪ 

    21. _____ that some natural medicines from forests and jungles are effective. 

     （A）Believing                    （B）To believe 

     （C）The belief                    （D）It is believed 

    22. Earthworms occur _____ adequate moisture and food and the necessary soil conditions 

are found. 

     （A）although                    （B）and  

     （C）wherever                    （D）however 
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    23. _____ most important event in San Francisco’s history was the disastrous earthquake and 

fire of 1906. 

     （A）The                         （B）It was the  

     （C）That the                      （D）There was a 

    24. Hot air accompanied by high relative humidity feels warmer than _____ . 

     （A）is it actually                   （B）it actually is  

     （C）actually it is                   （D）is actually it  

    25. We can’t go to the movie tonight because we are _____ an English test tomorrow. 

     （A）supposed to having             （B）supposedly to have 

     （C）supposed to have               （D）supposedly to having 

    26. The capacity of a locomotive has part _____ .  

（A）that train size is determined 

（B）in determining the size of a train 

（C）to determine train size 

（D）the size of a train is determined by 

    27. _____ big cats, leopards are expert climbers. 

     （A）Unlike most                 （B）Unlike most of 

     （C）Unlike most other             （D）Unlike another most 

    28. This an era of specialists, each of whom sees his own problem and is unaware of or 

intolerant of the larger frame into _____ . 

     （A）which fits                   （B）which fit 

     （C）which it fits                  （D）which they fit  

    29. _____ 700,000 recognized species of insects. 

     （A）There are about               （B）There have about  

     （C）One has about                （D）About 

    30. It is ____ leather its permeability to air and water vapor. 

     （A）the structure it gives           （B）giving it the structure of 

     （C）structure that gives it          （D）its structure that gives 

 

Grammar B （Choosing the wrong ones）： 10﹪ 

31. Long before the dawn of recorded history, humans celebrated to harvest their crops. 

    (A)        (B)       (C)                            (D) 

    32. He is not only famous in England but also in Russia. 

                (A)          (B)    (C)     (D) 

33. The prices of homes are as high that most people cannot afford to buy them. 

                    (A) (B)        (C)                        (D) 

34. They would rather bear those ills they have, as Shakespeare pointed out, than  

                      (A) 

fleeing to others they know not of. 

(B)     (C)        (D) 
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    35. Taiwan’s imports of consumers products increased fourfold between 1976  

                              (A)                 (B) 

and 1986 and have climbed another 150﹪since then. 

(C) (D) 

    36. We are interested only in the efficiency of the shoe salesman in meeting our  

                (A)    (B)                                  (C) 

needs；we could care less that his wife is an alcoholic. 

             (D) 

    37. Difficulties are arisen only when one or another party oversteps the tacitly  

                   (A)        

understood limits, when he attempts to connect up with some module not  

   (B)                                           (C) 

relevant to the function at hand. 

                    (D) 

    38. An English hostess with a quick wit was giving a formal dinner for eight  

                       (A)             (B) 

distinguishing guests whom she hoped to enlist in a major charity drive. 

(C) (D) 

    39. Saying only that she was a friend of Mary, but she left without giving her name. 

          (A)                        (B)             (C)    (D) 

    40. “It is our feeling that if the kid’s down there to fish, he’s not getting into a  

                 (A)                        (B)       (C) 

whole lot of trouble,” Hoos notes. 

                    (D) 

    

三、Multiple-choice Cloze Test： 10﹪ 

For the past two years, I have been studying cancer survivors at UCLA, trying to find out 

why it is that some people respond much better to their treatment than  41.  others. At first I 

thought that  42.  patients did well because their  43.  were not as severe as the illnesses 

of others. On closer scrutiny,  44.  , I discovered that severity of the illness was only one of 

a number of factors that  45.  for the difference between those who get well and those who  

46.  . The patients I am talking about here received upon diagnosis whatever therapy －  

47.  , radiation, surgery － their individual cases  48.  

. Yet the response to such treatments was  49.  uniform. Some patient  

 50.  much better in their therapies than others. 

41. (A) can         (B) may         (C) have         (D)do 

42. (A) several      (B) some        (C) many         (D)most 

43. (A) illnesses     (B) sicknesses    (C) symptoms     (D) remedies 

44. (A) however     (B) moreover     (C) yet          (D) despite 

45. (A) accounted    (B)looked       (C) intended      (D) stood 
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46. (A) didn’t       (B) haven’t      (C) don’t         (D) won’t 

47. (A) consultation  (B) examination  (C) medication    (D) treatment 

48. (A) occurred     (B) called       (C) decided       (D) demanded 

49. (A) completely   (B) hardly       (C) partially      (D) almost 

50. (A) were        (B) increased     (C) received      (D) fared 

 

四、Reading Comprehension：In this part, you will be given a variety of reading material (single 

sentences, paragraphs, and the like) followed by questions about the meaning of the material. 

You are to choose the ONE best answer to each question.  20﹪ 

    After many long and grueling hours of practice, Rita finally became an accomplished 

violinist. 

Choose the ONE that is the closest restatement of the given sentence.  

 

51. (A) Rita’s long and grueling hours of practice helped her become an accomplished 

violinist. 

   (B) Rita’s accomplished many long, grueling hours of practice and became a violinist. 

   (C) After becoming an accomplished violinist, Rita spent many long, grueling hours of 

practice. 

   (D) Rita’s spent many long, grueling hours accomplishing her violin practice. 

 

        Vending machines cause people to use more coins today than ever before. Put coins  

in certain machines and you can have your picture taken or hear a record. The right coin in the  

right machine can get you candy, gum, or a drink. For a couple of coins, one machine will  

even broil hamburgers! 

 

52. Vending machines cause people to use       .  

(A) hamburgers                     (B) coins 

(C) records                        (D) cameras 

    53. Vending machines may replace the jobs of some       . 

      (A) clerks                          (B) mechanics 

      (C) travelers                        (D) coin collectors 

    54. The word broil in the passage means       . 

(A) cook under direct heat             (B) cook in hot fat  

(C) prepare                         (D) be damaged by fire 

55. The best heading for this passage is         .  

(A) “Service While You Wait” 

(B) “Self-service Shops” 

(C) “A Correct Way to Inter Coins” 

(D) “Those Marvelous Vending Machines” 

Ever since human have inhabited the earth, they have made use of various forms of 
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communication. Generally, this expression of thoughts and feelings has been in the form of 

oral speech. When there is a language barrier, communication is accomplished through sign 

language in which motions stand for letters, words, and ideas. Tourist, the deaf, and the mute 

have had to resort to this form of expression. Many of these symbols of whole words are very 

picturesque and exact and can be used internationally; spelling, however, cannot. 

            Body language transmits ideas or thoughts by certain actions, either internationally  

or uninternationally. A wink can be a way of flirting or indicating that the party is only joking.  

A nod signifies approval, while shaking the head indicates a negative reaction.  

            Other forms of nonlinguistic language can be found in Braille (a system of raised  

dots with the fingertips), signal flags, Morse code, and smoke signals. Road maps and picture  

signs also guide, warn, and instruct people. 

            While verbalization is the most common form of language, other systems and  

techniques also express human thoughts and feelings. 

    56. Which of the following best summarizes this passage? 

(A)  When language is a barrier, people will find other forms of communication.  

(B) Everybody uses only one form of communication.  

(C) Nonlinguistic language is invaluable to foreigners. 

(D) Although other forms of communication exist, verbalization is the fastest.  

    57. Which of the following statements is not true? 

(A) There are many forms of communication in existence today. 

(B) Verbalization is the most common form of communication. 

(C) The deaf and mute use an oral form of communication. 

(D) Ideas and thoughts can be transmitted by body language. 

    58. Which form other than oral speech would be most commonly used among blind people? 

      (A) picture signs                 (B) Braille 

      (C) body language                (D) signal flags 

    59. How many different forms of communication are mentioned here? 

      (A) 5        (B) 7        (C) 9         (D) 11 

    60. Sign language is said to be very picturesque and exact and can be used internationally  

except for……. 

      (A) spelling                     (B) ideas       

      (C) whole words                 (D) expressions 

 

五、Composition: 30% 

        On the answer sheet, write a short composition ( about two to three paragraphs)  

on either one of the following topics:  

* Sex Education 

* My Career Planning 

* Success 
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解答 

1.(A)   2.(A)   3.(D)   4.(B)   5.(C)   6.(C)   7.(A)   8.(C)   9.(B)  10.(D) 

11.(D)  12.(A)  13.(A)  14.(B)  15.(C)  16.(D)  17.(B)  18.(B)  19.(B)  20.(B) 

21.(D)  22.(C)  23.(A)  24.(B)  25.(C)  26.(D)  27.(C)  28.(C)  29.(A)  30.(D) 

31.(D)  32.(A)  33.(B)  34.(B)  35.(A)  36.(D)  37.(A)  38.(C)  39.(B)  40.(C) 

41.(D)  42.(B)  43.(A)  44.(A)  45.(A)  46.(C)  47.(C)  48.(D)  49.(B)  50.(A) 

51.(A)  52.(B)  53.(A)  54.(A)  55.(D)  56.(A)  57.(C)  58.(B)  59.(C)  60.(A) 
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